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AMC Theatres has announced that over 100 unique 
pieces of Spider-Man NFT artwork will be given away to 
select customers who purchase
 �SpiderManNoWayHome  tickets! Full details: 
thedirect.com/article/spider…
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· 12hZai • Steppenwolf Deserved Better @banestudent21
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What is NFT? I’ve been hearing about it everywhere
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· 12hLouise | ON DANIEL BRÜHL'S INSTAGRAM @acciomarvelou
It's a authenticity label on an image only through Internet which means that 
your image is the first one and only "true"
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· 12hHooper @hooperblender
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my god

· 12htreystar679 @treystar679
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Yeah no thank you, they can keep it.  NFTs S U C K
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· 12hdawson slone @dawsonslone3
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Can you go to amc theatres at midnight and get them or is it only online 
tonight?
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lemme get those screenshots
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